Antenna Systems

Winsig Camping Mast Usage Guide
Our modular camping mast is designed to fit seamlessly with the Winsig 3.0 Camping Antenna and attaches to most campervans without the need for fasteners. Alternatively, it can be securely attached to all campers/vans with the supplied screws.

Note also, that whilst the picture above shows a pop top van using a single piece mast, the process of installation is the same
for two piece masts required for camper vans with large pop-up areas.
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There are two ways to fasten the camping mast to your van.

Method A uses the existing brackets on the base and roof, and does not require the use of the included screws
1.

Fasten the upper bracket to the mast section by inserting the aluminium tube with the Velcro strap as shown below. Note: This
should always be completed on the upper most section of the
mast, for maximum stability.

2.

Wrap the Velcro onto itself, firmly holding the mast into the upper
bracket. Note: The mast will be free to turn and slide up and down
in the bracket when this is completed.

3.

Now place the Camping antenna on top of the mast, pressing the
mast inside the lower mounting point of the antenna. Ensure that
at least 20mm of engagement between the aluminium mast tube
and the antenna is attained Note: This may be stiff the first time
this is done, but this is normal.
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4.

The slot in the upper bracket of the mast may now be hung over the existing hook on the roof section of your van. This may require you to tilt the
upper end of the mast toward the van.

5.

The lower bracket on the mast can now be slid into the existing roof latch
on the body section of your van.

6.

The installation of your mast and antenna is now complete. You may now connect the lower end of the TV cable to
your power supply, and aim the antenna, as shown in your antenna installation instructions.
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Method B (permanent method) requires the use of the provided self tapping screws
1.

Start by locating the upper bracket on the roof of your pop-top van in a place which is clear of other obstructions, and
close to the roof of the van (as a guide, the picture on page one of this publication indicates a good position). The upper
bracket can be used as a guide to mark the position of the screws on the van roof assembly.

2.

Drill two 3.0-3.2mm holes in the side of the van, and fasten the upper bracket using the supplied 10G self tapping
screws.

3.

The lower bracket may now be located on the side of the van by fitting the mast to the upper bracket, and positioning
the lower bracket on the van such that approximately 250mm of the upper tube is above the van roof height. Once the
camping antenna is attached its centre will therefore be approximately 375mm above roof height.

4.

Make sure that the mast is vertical, using a spirit level, and once again mark the four screw holes prior to drilling four
3.0-3.2mm holes, and securing the lower mast bracket in place with four 10G self tapping screws.

5.

The installation of your mast and antenna is now complete. You may now connect the lower end of the TV cable to
your power supply, and aim the antenna, as shown in your antenna installation instructions.

Warranty
Your Winsig Camping Mast features a 12 Month Warranty. Please remember to register your product online at
http://www.winsig.com.au/warranty-registration.

We love feedback. Please like our page on Facebook and send us an e-mail with your thoughts or a photo of your new installation at enquiries@winsig.com.au . We will try to make sure your photo makes it onto our page.

